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A Low Fuss Way to Tune Actuarial Work 
-So Users Are Satisfied and 

Professional Standards Are Efficiently Met

Christopher Smerald –The Good Actuarial Report Working Party

11 July 2018

Agenda

A. Working Party Goals (1 Min)

B. Process Overview (4 Min)

C. Process Principles (15 Min)

D. Case Studies (15 Min)

E. Group Work / Questions (10 Min)
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Good Actuarial Report Working Party

Better Reports Through Good:

• General Understanding of Reports, Communication and Storytelling

• Good Report Process:

– Comissioning discussions 

– pre  and in work Preparation

– Writing Heuristics

– Follow-through

• Today: a deep dive into a related problem
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Members:

-Matthew Byrne

-Chris Littlefair

-Kathryn Moore

-Tanya Gupta

Standard Standards Simply Simplified?

5.10 For some provisions concerning documentation or communications 
to users it is possible that a proportionate approach may result in very 
little documentation or communication depending on the nature of the 
assignment.

• How can we know (or show) we reached the right destination?
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Disclaimer
These are personal views only and have not been endorsed by The Institute and 
Faculty of Actuaries, The FRC or other professional bodies that may be 
mentioned.

But, But we think the FRC will be sympathetic to our approach

As drafting comments from the FRC’S Actuarial framework say

5652.24 We expect that most actuarial work which is performed to at least a 
minimum standard will require little, if any, change to comply with TAS 100. 
Furthermore we have spoken to some of the respondents about their concerns 
and have concluded that the materiality and proportionality provisions mean that 
the extension of scope need not lead to disproportionate additional work. 

Consultation: A new framework for Technical Actuarial Standards -Analysis of responses to the November 
2014 consultation, Financial Reporting Council Limited, May 2016
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Standard Standards Standardised: Proportionality
“TASs are written so that nothing in them should be interpreted as requiring work 
(Principles) to be performed that is not proportionate to the nature, scale and 
complexity of the decision or assignment to which it relates and the benefit that users 
would be expected to obtain from the work. The existence of standards is not a 
substitute for professional judgement, or consideration for the needs of the user(s), 
when delivering an individual piece of work. (Work Framework)

…to apply proportionality the following should normally be considered:

·  the significance of the piece of work including any financial, reputational or other 
consequences for the user (Vision Statement)

·  the complexity of the work (Complexity Heuristic)

·  the expectations of the user (User Framework)

·  the knowledge and expertise of the user (User Framework) and 

·  the extent to which judgement is required. (Complexity Heuristic)

(May 2016 Review Draft: Framework for FRC technical actuarial standards)11 July 2018 6
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Standard Standards Standardised: Proportionality Process

Vision Role
Users, Knowledge 

& Experience
Uses & Needs

Expectations 
and Scope

Decision-making

Risk Management

Governance / Social Protection
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Analysis Step
Data, 

Assumptions & 
Environment

Models & 
Conclusions

Communication
& Documentation

Identify User POV for Delivery

Complicating Factors

Simplifying Factors

Simplify Processes

Set Standards Tone

Checklist


Visi
on 


User Framework

Work Framework

Proportionality Decisions

Controls

Principles Categories

Standard Standards Standardised: Vision Based Roles
“The actuarial profession is recognized worldwide as a major player in the 
decision-making process within the financial services industry, in the area of 
social protection and in the management of risk, contributing to the well-being of 
society as a whole.” -Vision Statement, Article 2. International Actuarial Association

”actuarial function is better seen as a key part of the firm’s system of governance” 
-James Orr, PRA letter 5 Feb 2018

Three roles to satisfy in meeting standards:

1. Decision-making

2. Risk Management

3. Governance and Social Protection
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But Their 
Relevance Varies 

in Different 
Situations
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Standard Standards Standardised: User & Work 
Proportionality Goals Framework

This ISAP provides guidance to actuaries when performing actuarial services to 
give intended users confidence that:

• Actuarial services are carried out professionally and with due care ;

• The results are relevant to their needs, are presented clearly and 
understandably, and are complete; and

• The assumptions and methodology (including, but not limited to, models and 
modelling techniques) used are disclosed appropriately.*

Key words and phrases from the user point of view are: 

“confidence”, “relevant to their needs", “understandably”, and “complete”. 

From the actuary’s point of view are: 
“professionally”, “due care”, “complete” and “disclosed appropriately”. 

*International Standard of Actuarial Practice 1 General Actuarial Practice, IAA, 23 April 2017.11 July 2018 9

Standard Standards Standardised: Principles
• Judgement reasoned and justifiable

• Data (and data adjustments) appropriate for the purpose of that work

• Assumptions … shall be appropriate for the purpose of that work…

• Models …fit for the purpose … and be subject to sufficient controls and testing…

• Communications shall be clear, comprehensive and comprehensible so that 
users are able to make informed decisions …

• Documentation enough detail for a technically competent person to understand 
the matters involved and assess the judgements made.

Technical Actuarial Standard 100: Principles for Technical Actuarial Work (TAS 100), Financial Reporting 
Council (FRC), December 2016.
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Standard Standards Standardised: Principles
Implicit in these six principles are a further two:

• Understand users and their intended use of the actuarial information. 

• Feedback with users appropriate for their needs once conclusions are presented.

• And the environment is implicitly understood to be part of data considerations.
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Standard Standards Standardised: Complexity 

Complexity characteristics* include: 

• (N) The Number of things involved (agents, elements and interactions)

• (E) External factors impact outcomes

• (MO) Missing or Opaque information and goals

• (Poly) Polytely (Multiple goals/constraints partly at odds with each other).

• (F) Feedback effects over distance or time (e.g., separate factors cannot be 
considered independently, single factors need consideration of their history)

• (AS) Agents adapt Strategies based on experience (judgement based in part 
on past judgements), 

(*LMAG: 21 March 2016; “Heuristics, Damned Statistics and Complexities”; Chris Smerald)
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Standard Standards Standardised: Proportionality Strategy 

• Proportionality Process and Simplification

• Limit Scope

• Better infrastructure (Prep Work, Templates, Model/Process Documentation)

• Leverage Firm Outputs (e.g.: Corp. Data Controls, ORSA/ Mgt. Reports, etc.)

• User Training

• Early User Engagement During the Analysis

• Document After the Fact

• Take a Stand and Sell the Need for Extra Work

• Help the User Apply the Results

• Etc.
11 July 2018 13

Standard Standards Standardised: Proportionality Process

Vision Role
Users, Knowledge 

& Experience
Uses & Needs

Expectations 
and Scope

Decision-making

Risk Management

Governance / Social Protection
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Analysis Step
Data, 

Assumptions & 
Environment

Models & 
Conclusions

Communication
& Documentation

Identify User POV for Delivery

Complicating Factors

Simplifying Factors

Simplify Processes

Set Standards Tone

Checklist


Visi
on 


 Princ
 Iples
 Categ
 ories

User Framework

Work Framework

Proportionality

Control

Principles
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Example 1 (Pricing Chaos)
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FRC Scenario 13: Incomplete data 

An underwriter walks over to an actuary’s desk at 9am and asks for a price on a 
relatively large contract where an existing applicable technical rating model does 
not already exist.

The data is incomplete and there is no more data available. The actuary is told 
that a decision needs to be made by midday on whether to put a follow line 
down at the price set by the lead. 

The actuary wonders how much communication and documentation is required 
to comply with TAS 100 in this situation and, given the time constraints, how 
much can be produced after the event. 

She also wonders how she would go about ensuring compliance in a similar 
situation where there might be lots of data; more than can be analysed in the 
available time. 

Standard Standards Standardised: Pricing Chaos
Vision Role Users, K. + Exp. Uses & Needs Expect’n / Scope

Decision-making Underwriter (Very Ex.) Price sense check Quick review

Risk Management CUO, CFO, ERM (VE) Good Risk Decis. Concerns flagged

Governance / Social Protection Compliance (novel E.) Check policy followed Exceptions rep’ted
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Process Step
Data, Assump. & 

Environment
Models & 

Conclusions
Communication & 

Documentation

User POV for Delivery Take as is Accept risks
Simple, but red 
RM/Gov. flags

Complicating factors
Much data, Env c’xity, 

info gaps
quote env., model, 

goals confl., lim exper
Time press, many unc., 
red flags, lim. Interact’n

Simplifying Factors Lim scope, AS: exper. Lim model scope simple needs

Simplify Processes
Simplifying assump.,
Ask Q’s, use checker

-Exper. actuary
-Exceptions Focus

-Excel commenting
-notes on submission 

Set Standards Tone
Light: share scope, 

issues, exper.
Light: model choice, 

comfort w/ sels.
Light: basics only, later 

follow up(s)
Checklist

N / E / 
MO /
Poly / 
F / AS
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Example 2
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FRC Scenario 5: ORSA 

An actuary is supporting the Chief Risk Officer (a non-actuary) of an insurer in 
the production of a risk management process (the ORSA). The ORSA process 
involves some work which is technical actuarial work, including projections of 
solvency and profits, and some work which is not technical actuarial work. The 
actuary has, therefore, responsibility for some of the underlying inputs that 
inform parts of the process, but does not have complete visibility over the 
application of the actuarial inputs to the day to day management of the risks. 

Projections of the insurer’s solvency position show an improvement in the 
overall capital coverage over time. The actuary is aware that the actuarial 
projections suffer from computer system limitations which prevent the 
development of granular projections, and is concerned that the company is likely 
in practice to seek to take on additional risk as a result of the increased levels of 
available capital. 

Standard Standards Standardised: ORSA Inputs 
Vision Role Users, K. + Exp. Uses & Needs Expect & Scope

Decision-making
ERM (VE), Indir
Mgt. (a stretch)

Baseline inputs
Variability Params.

Explain uncertainties, 
full hi-level scope

Risk Management ERM Model Validation
Careful analysis, good 
expert judgm’ts, FdBk

Governance / Social Protection Compliance, I. Sup. Process review Meet Stds.
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Process Step
Data, Assump. & 

Environment
Models & 

Conclusions
Communication & 

Documentation

Identify User POV for Delivery
“In tune” with other 
co. data/assump.

Reasonable, trans-
parent, “improving”

“input ready”, Uncert.
Good documentation

Complicating factors
+++Data, 
groupings

++Segs Cred, Bal, 
Seg. Rankings

Many uncertainties, 
lg. body of work

Simplifying Factors Owners, Pri. yr. #’s Prior yr. sel’s Prior yr. Doc.

Simplify Processes
rely on others’ 

data processes
Collaboration, alt 

methods/ scenarios
Material items, stable 
format. Modular rpts.

Set Standards Tone Good referencing V. Formal Modeling Hi Std. Complete 

Checklist

N / E / 
MO / Poly 
/ F / AS
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Example 3
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Reserving Scenario 

The CFO of AREST Insure wants an updated reserve study which will be used 
to support management reserve setting and as input into financial reporting and 
risk and capital management:

The study has been planned well in advance

The technical actuarial information is the users main advice, 

The models and methods include a new stochastic approach,

The company is a market leader for several of the lines being reserved and 
conditions have been stable

Standard Standards Standardised: Other 

Vision Role Users, K. + Exp. Uses & Needs
Expectations 

and Scope

Decision-making

Risk Management

Governance / Social Protection
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Process Step
Data, 

Assumptions & 
Environment

Models & 
Conclusions

Communication & 
Documentation

Identify User POV for Delivery

Complicating factors

Simplifying Factors

Simplify Processes

Set Standards Tone

Checklist
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Questions Comments

The views expressed in this [publication/presentation] are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the 
views stated, nor any claims or representations made in this [publication/presentation] and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage 
suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this [publication/presentation]. 

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice of 
any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this 
[publication/presentation] be reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA [or authors, in the case of non-IFoA research].


